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The New York Times'The New
York Times'has acquired the
access and exclusive local

news rights in Baltimore, part
of an agreement that will net
the newspaper an estimated

$10 million-plus over the next
three years. The agreement
includes the paper's news
website and the Baltimore
Sun, owned by the Gannett

Co. "The Times is in a state of
flux," editor Tim Britton told
employees Wednesday. "It's

about being flexible and
global. It's about the
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opportunity to be bold and
strong. We're being that while
constantly being an entity you
can count on every day. We're

talking about what our
package of services will be —
not less of it, but more of it."

The Times' news website
would offer an updated look to
the Gannett properties, with
additional articles as well as
editorial pieces — including a

Sunday sports section —
headed by the paper's political
journalists. Local news would
be in a news section with the
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national news. The Sun's
business and editorial pages
would move online, while the

paper would add a Sunday
Business section. By hiring the
Sun's editorial staff, including

managing editor Tim
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